How to Install a Gravel Pet Area
using TRUEGRID® ECO Permeable Pavers
TG17-810

This Guide offers step-by-step instructions for quick, hassle-free installation of TRUEGRID® ECO
Permeable Paving. If you have any questions about your installation, please contact a TRUEGRID
Installation Specialist at 855-355-GRID (855-355-4743)
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Before you begin: Materials & Equipment
Materials checklist
__ TRUEGRID ECO Pavers
●
●

Each piece of paver is 4 square feet (measuring 2 feet by 2 feet)
One box of TRUEGRID ECO pavers (18-pack) will cover 72 square feet

●

Make sure you have enough to cover your pet area

__ Landscape fabric, such as "Scotts 25-Year Pro Fabric"
●

This will serve as a weed barrier under the TRUEGRID pavers

__ Fill rock: Clean, angular stone ½” (approximately half-inch size)
●
●

●

To calculate the volume of fill rock you need, multiply the square footage of installed TRUEGRID pavers
by 0.07. As a formula, this is as follows:
○ Volume of fill rock needed = TrueGrid_square_footage * 0.07
Examples
○ If you are installing 100 sq. ft of TRUEGRID, then
■ Volume of fill rock needed (in cubic feet) = 100 sq. ft. * 0.07
■ This equals 7 cubic feet of fill rock needed
○ If you are installing 500 sq. ft of TRUEGRID, then
■ Volume of fill rock needed (in cubic feet) = 500 sq. ft. * 0.07
■ This equals 35 cubic feet of fill rock needed
Types of fill rock to use
○ DO use clean, angular stone that is approximately half-inch in size. This allows the fill rock to
lock in place and limits movement of the fill rock after the TRUEGRID is installed.
■ One example is "Vigoro All-Purpose Decorative Stone"
■ https://www.homedepot.com/p/Vigoro-0-5-cu-ft-All-Purpose-Decorative-Stone-54775V/
202026926
○ DO NOT use any of the following as fill rock:
■ Smooth rocks (such as pea gravel, pea pebbles, river rock, pond pebbles, polished
pebbles, or beach pebbles). These smooth rocks are less stable.
■ Lava Rock (also called cinder rock or volcanic rock). This is decorative rock may be too
sharp for pet paws.

■
■

Crushed granite. This rock has fine particles that can increase and reduce drainage.
3/4" crushed stone (also called #57 stone, crusher stone, bluestone, or marble chips).
This rock is too large for filling the TRUEGRID pavers.

Equipment checklist
__ Shovel
●
●

used for removing grass and soil
also used for spreading the fill rock

__ Rake with hard tines (also called a bow rake)
●
●

use for removing debris and levelling the loose soil, so that we have smooth ground prior to
installation
can also used for spreading the fill rock

__ Hand tamper or compacting tool
●

used to compact and level the dirt prior to installing the TRUEGRID pavers

__ Landscape shears, pruning tool, handheld c
 ircular saw, or reciprocating saw (optional)
●

used only if needed for trimming TRUEGRID pavers to fit your pet area

__ Push broom (optional)
●

can be used for spreading the fill rock

Before you begin: Site Prep
1. Remove any debris from the installation area and make sure the ground is level and dry.
2. Remove any grass or soil to a depth of one inch (1") to allow the installed TRUEGRID pavers to be even with
the surrounding ground.
●
●
●

Remove soil or grass so that the installed TRUEGRID pavers will be flush or slightly recessed below the
surrounding ground.
Make sure that any gates or doors opening into the pet area will be able to swing freely after
TRUEGRID pavers are installed.
You may choose to not remove soil if the following apply:
○

you're installing your TRUEGRID pavers to cover an entire enclosed area with no grass

○

the installed TRUEGRID pavers (one inch thick) can transition acceptably to the surrounding
area

3. Use a tamper or roller to smooth and compact the dirt where the TRUEGRID pavers will be installed.

Installation steps
1. Install landscape fabric on the smooth dirt according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Cover the entire
area where you will install the TRUEGRID pavers.
●

Note: T
 he area must be relatively dry with no standing water prior to TRUEGRID® paver installation.

2. Install TRUEGRID ECO pavers
●

Place the first piece on the ground in the corner of your pet area with the male tabs on the TRUEGRID
facing toward the i nterior the pet area.

●

For the first piece of grid installed, the female tabs should be on the outer edge of the pet area. In other
words, the female tabs should face the exterior of the pet area.

●

The circular cells of the TRUEGRID should be open on the top. The black X-shaped pattern at the
bottom of each circular cell should be installed touching the ground.

●

Line up the next section of grid and connect next grid section.

●

Continue connecting TRUEGRID paver sections until you have reached the far side of your pet area.

3. Trim if needed
●

If needed, cut the TRUEGRID pavers to fit your pet area dimensions.
○

Snip the TRUEGRID pavers with landscaping shears or a pruning tool. Or cut with an electric
saw such as a circular saw or reciprocating saw.

○

You can also shape the TRUEGRIS to fit around trees or other shapes.

4. Spread fill material into TRUEGRID ECO pavers
●

Spread the fill rock over the TRUEGRID pavers so that the circular cells in each grid section are filled
with rock.

●

Use a rake, shovel, or push broom to evenly distribute the fill rock across all the TRUEGRID sections.
You can use a wheelbarrow or vehicle on the empty TRUEGRID ECO pavers if that is easier to move the
fill rock to the needed area.

●

TRUEGRID recommends adding enough rock so that the rock is flush with the top of the TRUEGRID ECO
pavers, without overfilling. If you prefer to completely cover the TRUEGRID pavers with fill rock, you may
need to maintain or replace the loose overfill rock over time.

Transitions
●
●

You can transition from TRUEGRID pavers to grass, concrete, asphalt, or other surfaces.
TRUEGRID pavers can transition directly to other surfaces, or you can also use plastic or metal
landscape edging.
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4. Filling the TRUEGRID pavers with infill gravel

